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PART 1

THE BASIC COURSE



Text 1

Exercise 1. Read and translate the text.

MATTER AND SUBSTANCE

Matter may exist as a solid, a liquid or a gas. The same substance, such as water, may 

exist in any of these forms. Water is a liquid but if it is cold enough it can become a solid, 

ice, and if it is hot enough it can become steam, or gaseous water. 

The reason for the difference in these states of matter is heat. Heat is not matter. It is a 

form of energy of the molecules and atoms of matter.

Exercise 2. Write out the words in three columns : 1) verbs, 2) nouns, 3) adjec-

tives, 4) pronouns, 5) prepositions, 6) conjunctions.

Exercise  3. Find  in  the  text  sentences  with  modal  verbs  and  translate  these 

sentences.

Exercise 4. Answer the questions on the text.

1. May matter exist as a solid or a liquid? 2. May it exist as a gas? 3. What are the three 

states of matter? 4. May water exist as a solid? 5. May it exist as a gas? 6. Can water 

become steam? 7. If water is hot enough it can become steam, can't it? 8. Can't water 

become ice if it is cold enough? 9. Can water become ice or steam when it is hot enough? 

10. When can water become steam? II. When can it become ice? 12. Heat is not matter, is 

it? 13. Isn't heat matter? 14. Is heat a form of energy? 15. What is heat?

Exercise 5. Prepare good reading of the text.



Text 2

Exercise 1. Read and translate the text. Write out the underlined words, 

translate and learn them.

WHAT IS AN ION?

1.  An ion is an atom or group of atoms with an electric charge.

2.  A normal atom is electrically neutral. In other words, there are as many protons in 

the nucleus as there are electrons which rotate around the nucleus.

3.  A hydrogen atom has one proton and one electron; nitrogen has seven protons and 

seven electrons; oxygen has eight protons and eight electrons and so on.

4.  The electrons that rotate around the nuclei form an  interesting pattern. They are not 

all in the same plane, but follow closed paths, first a small one quite near the nucleus, then 

a wider one outside, a still wider one outside that, and so on. The first path, or ring, may 

contain no more than 2 electrons; the second ring may contain no more than 8, the third 

ring 8, or, in some cases, 18, the next one 18, and so on. In most atoms the inner rings  

have their full complements of electrons, but the outer  ring lacks one  or more electrons.

5.  When an electron leaves an atom, it destroys electrical balance. The atom becomes 

an ion.

6.  To repeat — a normal atom has electrical balance. An ion may have its outer rings 

of electrons complete; in other words it may have structural balance but it does not have 

electrical balance.

Exercise 2.  Write out of 1, 2 and 3 passages international words and translate 

them.

Exercise 3. Set general questions to any 3 sentences of the text.

Exercise  4.  Transform the  sentences  into  Present,  Past  or   Future  Indefinite. 

Translate them.



Pattern: A gas is usually cooled. (last time, next time)

A gas was cooled last time. A gas will be cooled next time.

1. The mass of an atom is known to us. (last time, next time)

2. Electrical balance was destroyed. (usually, next time)

3. The ions will be studied. (every day, last time)

4. The electroscope is changed. (last week, soon)

5. A specific material was formed. (often, in our experiment)

6. It will be charged positively. (usually, yesterday)

7. The bodies were isolated. (next time, now)

Exercise  5.  Translate  into  Russian.  Pay  special  attention  to  the  word  one in 

different meanings.

1. We could offer you many challenging problems, but this one seems to be the most 

attractive. 2. One should find a simple solution of the problem. 3. No one wanted to start  

the experiment. 4. This is one of the most interesting moments of the experiment. 5. This 

decision seems more productive than all the previous ones.

Exercise 6. Give a short retelling of the text.



Text 3

Exercise 1. Read and translate the text.

THREE STATES OF MATTER

It is stated that matter may exist in three states: 1) the solid state, 2) the liquid state, and 

3) the gaseous state. If a solid is heated sufficiently, it can be made to melt, liquify or 

vaporize. As a vapour, it is in the gaseous state. If, on the other hand, a gas is cooled 

sufficiently, it will condense and become a liquid. The continued cooling of a liquid will 

cause it to solidify or freeze. In the case of water, nature performs all these changes of 

state:  ice  is  melted  to  become water,  and water  is  vaporized to  become steam;  water 

vapour or clouds condense to become rain, and rain freezes to become ice. Although it 

may sometimes require extreme heat or extreme cold, all substances can be transformed 

from any one state to another.

Exercise 2. a) With the help of suffixes –al (-cal) form adjectives out of the nouns:

matter, nature, practice, chemistry, physics, industry, horizon.

b) Form nouns out of the following verbs with the following suffixes: -ment, -ance, 

-(i)ty, -(t)ion. 

state, exist, solidify, perform, condense, require, transform.

c) In the first three sentences find the verbs formed of adjectives and adjectives 

formed of nouns.

Exercise 3. Answer the questions on the text.

1. In how many states may matter exist? 2. What are these three states? 3. Can a solid 

be made to melt? 4. Under what conditions can a solid be made to melt? 5. Can a solid be 

made to liquify or vaporize? 6. Is it performed under the same conditions? 7. Under what 

conditions does a gas become a liquid? 8. What changes does nature perform in the case of 

water? 9. Under what conditions does ice become water? 10. When does water become 

steam? 11. Under what conditions do clouds become rain? 12. When does rain become 



ice? 13. What is required for transformation of a substance from one state to another?

Exercise 4. Make the given sentences interrogative beginning with the words in 

brackets.

1. In 1800 an Italian named Volta found a way of getting an electric current, (when)

2. The word "electricity" was known in ancient Greece, (where)

3. Electricity became truly useful after Michael Faraday invented a machine to push 

electrons on their way. (when)

4. The current which comes to our houses, stores and offices and lights our streets 

comes from generators, (where…from)

Text 4

Exercise 1. Read and translate the text.

PREVOST'S LAW OF HEAT EXCHANGE

1. Laboratory experiments  show that  all bodies, whether they are hot or cold, radiate 

heat. The words "hot" and "cold" are only relative terms, since even ice radiates heat. The 

greater the absolute temperature of  a  body, the greater  is the rate  at  which  it radiates, 

and ice at 0° С is 273° above absolute zero.   

2.  If a cold block of metal is brought into a warm room, it radiates heat to the walls of 

the room and the walls of the room radiate heat to the block. Because the walls are at a  

higher temperature, they give more heat per second to the block than the block gives up in 

return. Due to this unequal exchange of heat, the temperature of the cold block rises until 

it comes to the same temperature as the room, at which time it radiates and absorbs at 

exactly the same rate.

3.   Prevost's  law  of  heat  exchange  states  that  a  body  at  the  temperature  of   its 

surroundings  is  radiating  and  receiving heat  at equal rates.



Exercise 2. With the help of the suffixes –ness and –th form nouns of the following 

adjectives:

Hard, dark, true, deep, weak, warm, ill.

Exercise 3. Answer the questions on the text.

1. What bodies radiate heat? 2. At what rate does a body radiate heat? 3. In what way. 

does a cold block of metal radiate heat if it is brought into a warm room? 4. Why js it that 

the walls give up more heat to the block? 5. When does the temperature of the room and 

the block come to the same temperature? 6. Why is it that the temperature of the block 

rises? 7. What does Prevost's law of heat exchange state?

Exercise 4. Write down questions beginning with the words given in brackets.

1. Laboratory experiments  show that  all bodies radiate heat. (What)

2. The words "hot" and "cold" are only relative terms (Are).

3. Because the walls are at a higher temperature, they give more heat per second to the 

block than the block gives up in return (Why).

4. The temperature of the cold block rises until it comes to the same temperature as the 

room (How much).

Exercise 5. Write down all the possible questions to the last sentence of the text.

Exercise  6.  Transform the sentences into Present,  Past  or  Future Continuous. 

Translate them.

Pattern: The bodies are radiating heat. (last time, next year)

Last time the bodies were radiating heat. The bodies will be radiating heat next 

year.

1. The sun will be coming over the horizon. (at that moment, at the moment)

2. It was getting hot. (now, in a minute)

3. The temperature of the body is rising fast. (the whole evening yesterday, at this 



time tomorrow)

4. The experiment was going quite well. (now, at 2 p.m. the day after tomorrow.)

Exercise 7. Use one of the Indefinite Tenses (Active or Passive).

1. This work (to associate) with some difficulties.

2. Our professor usually (to ask) us to explain the point.

3. Scientists (to know) the three states of matter very well.

4. The rays (to detect) soon.

5. The wheel (to rotate) with great speed.

Exercise 8. Make your plan of the text and be ready to retell it according to the 

plan.

Text 5.

Exercise 1. Read the text carefully and answer the questions on the text.

1. In what way are all substances alike?

2. What does physics explain?

3. What does physics study?

4. What question does the science of physics answer?

 PHYSICS

Sugar,  rubber,  glass,  silver,  milk,  wood  and  modeling  clay  are  all  common 

substances. Each one is useful in its own way. Every substance has, what scientists call, 

properties of its own. Yet all substances are alike in one way. They all weigh something, 

and they all take up room.

When  scientists  speak  about  substances,  they  use  the  word  “matter”.  Every 

substance is a kind of matter. The science of physics is partly a study of matter. It explains 



how water can evaporate and become a gas as well as how it can freeze and become a 

solid.  It  explains  why  some  substances  are  solids,  some  liquids,  and  some  gases.  It 

explains why butter melts more easily than iron and where a lump of sugar goes when it is 

put into hot coffee. It explains many of the changes that go on around us.

But physics is also a study of energy — of light, heat, sound, electricity, magnetism, 

of  the energy of  moving bodies,  and of  atomic  energy.  One of  the commonest  of  all 

questions is, “How does it work?” Many, many times we must go to the science of physics 

to get the answer. And most of the answers have something to do with energy. 

Exercise 2. Say whether the statements are true or false.

1. Iron melts more easily than butter. 2. Some people try to drink wood. 3. Every 

substance is a kind of matter. 4. The science of physics is partly a study of matter. 5. A tire 

is more likely to blow out on a cold day than on a hot one. 6. Physics studies only atomic 

energy. 7. Physics explains many of the changes that go on around us.

Exercise 3. Form degrees of comparison of the adjectives:

light, hot, cold, fast, easy, useful, good, much, many.

Exercise 4. Use the correct form of the verb. Is it Active or Passive Voice?

Pattern: Iron and steel (to produce) from iron ore.

                Iron and steel are produced from iron ore.

                (Present Indefinite, Passive Voice)

1. Many experiments with different kinds of gases (to make) in our laboratory. 2. The 

substance formed (to make up) of two elements. 3. If a gas at any pressure (to permit) to 

expand, its temperature falls. 4. When molten iron, zinc, nickel and many other metals (to 

allow) to cool, they solidify in crystalline form.

Exercise 5. Translate the following sentences paying attention to the degrees of 

comparison of adjectives.



1. Most substances expand or get bigger when they are heated. 2. The greatest part of 

the matter around us is liquid or gas. 3. Zinc is cheaper than other metals. 4. The planet  

Mars is much less massive than the Earth but its density is greater than that of the crystal  

rock of the Earth.

Exercise 6. Make your plan of the text and be ready to retell it according to the 

plan.

Text 6

Exercise 1.  Read  and  translate  the  text.  Pay  attention  to  the  word  “this”  in 

different sentences.

CONVECTION CURRENTS OF AIR AROUND THE EARTH

1.  The earth's  atmosphere  is not  a  stationary  body of   air but one that is continually  

moving. Warm air masses at the equator rise because of convection and colder air from 

both sides rushes in to take its place. The rising currents divide high up in the atmosphere 

and return to the earth at other regions north and south.

2.  This circulation of air is altered by the earth's rotation from west to east about its  

polar axis. The air masses that move north and  south from the regions of tropical calms 

move to  a region of lower or higher ground speeds with the result that the air gets ahead 

of the earth's rotation or behind,  respectively. This  gives rise to the diagonal movements 

of the trade winds. These are illustrated   by  Coriolis   forces.   Where   the   air   currents 

rise   at   the equator, the average barometric pressure is less than in the regions of tropical 

calms where the currents are down.

Exercise 2. Form adverbs of the adjectives and verbs using the suffix -ly.

Continue, current, slow, respective, quick, free, constant, bad.

Exercise 3. Write out of the text international words and translate them.

Exercise 4. Find phrases with close meaning in the text.



-motionless body

-moving all the time

-both sides move in very fast

-is changed by the earth’s moving around

-not so big (not so much)

Exercise 6. Agree or disagree according to the text. Give full statements.

Pattern: The earth’s atmosphere is a stationary body of air. (This is wrong)

This is wrong. The earth’s atmosphere is not a stationary body of air but one that 

is continually moving.

1. Warm air masses at the equator rise because of the earth’s rotation.  (That’s not 

true).

2. The rising currents divide high up and return to the earth at other places north and 

south. (In fact, it is so).

3. Where the air currents rise at the equator, the average barometric pressure is more 

than in the regions where the currents are down. (You are quite wrong!)

4. The circulation of air is altered because the earth rotates from west to east about its 

polar axis. (I agree with this.)

Exercise 7. With  the  help  of  suffix  –ly  form  adverbs  out  of  the  adjectives. 

Translate the formed words.

Slow, general, short, nice, wide, full, extreme, spherical, equal, beautiful, approximate, 

sufficient, true.

Exercise  8.  With the help of “The table of Suffixes” form adjectives out of the 

nouns (consult the dictionary):

atom, biology, cloud, center, class, east, earth, west, north, south, experiment, energy, 

gas, ice, metal, nature, rain, reason, wind.

Exercise 9.  Form degrees of comparison of the following adjectives, translate the 



words:

hard,  important,  long,  dense,  late,  dull,  interesting,  bad,  good,  easy,  light,  exact, 

respective, far, little.

Exercise 10. Make  word combinations with the prepositions of time or place. 

Pattern: in — in February, in the room;  at — at 2 o'clock, at the desk;  until — until 

morning

From, to, after, past, since, at, in, on, around, behind, between, among, until.

Exercise 11. Make the sentences imperative.

Pattern: go.  Go!  Let him   (her)   go!  Let's go! Don't go!  Don't let him (her) go!  

Let's not go!

Come, read, repeat, return, speak, look, work, write, explain, answer, continue, ask.

Exercise 12. Set all the possible questions to the given sentences.

1. Heat comes to us from the sun across millions of miles of empty space by means of 

radiation.  2.  The  earth  radiates  longer  waves  which  arc  mostly  absorbed  by  the 

surrounding atmosphere. 3.  The theory gave a satisfactory explanation of experimental 

facts. 4.   Construction of the first experimental  radar station began on May 13, 1935.

Exercise 13. Make the sentences negative. Translate them into Russian.

1. A bundle of sunlight strikes the blackened surface of a disk. 2. We knew about the 

change of temperature in that case. 3. All the energy of the sun was used to heat the water 

on the earth. 4. They will explain the reason for the earth's polar caps. 5. All of the solar 

radiation  coming toward the  earth  gets  through the  atmosphere.  6.  On hot  nights  the 

temperature at the earth's surface will be dropping. 7. At night the ground cooled slowly. 

8. The air currents were easily explained. 9. Scientists are creating new compounds. 10. 

Many substances are being used now. 11. The convection currents were being illustrated 

in experiments. 12. The sun rays are being absorbed by water.



Text 7

Exercise 1. Make a written translation of the text.

ROCKET ENGINES ARE REACTION MOTORS

Modern  rocket  engines  operate  by  means  of  jet  propulsion,

just  as  turbo-jet  engines  do.  However,  a  jet  engine  is  an  "air  breather",

it  must  have  oxygen  from  the  air  to  burn  the  fuel.  Therefore,  a  jet

engine  cannot  operate  outside  the  air  surrounding  the  Earth.  A  rocket

engine,  however,  carries  its  own  supply  of  oxygen  along  with  the

fuel.  Because  of  this,  a  rocket  can  travel  in  space  where  there  is

no air.

To  understand  the  principle  on  which  a  rocket  operates,  let

us  use  an  illustration  found  in  firing  a  gun.  If  you  have  ever  fired  a

gun,  you  know  that  the  gun  kicks  when  it  is  fired.  The  kick,  or  recoil,

is  caused  by  the  rushing  out  of  the  hot  gases  from  the  gun  barrel.

The  gases,  produced  by  the  exploding  powder,  push  the  bullet  out

in  one  direction.  The  gun  recoils  in  the  opposite  direction.  Now,  let

us  change  the  shape  of  the  gun  into  a  tube.  Instead  of  firing  bullets,

let  us  burn  a  fuel  in  a  combustion  chamber.  We  have  changed  our

gun  into  a  rocket.  The  backward  movement  of  the  gun  now  becomes  the

forward  movement  of  the  rocket.  As  long  as  the    expanding    gases

provide thrust, the rocket will move forward.

Why  was  it  necessary  to  wait  until  the  science  of  rocketry,

the  design  and  building  of  rockets,  was  developed  before  man  could

begin  exploring  space?  The  answer  lies  in  the  fact  that  a  rocket  must

travel  beyond  the  Earth's  atmosphere  through  the  vacuum  of  space.

A  rocket  does  not  have  an  atmosphere  in  space  to  furnish  lift  the  way

an  aeroplane  does.  Nor  does  it  have  oxygen  from  the  air  to  burn  the

fuel  in  its  engines.  These  problems  had  to  be  solved.  A  rocket  rises



because  of  the  thrust  produced  by  the  gases  rushing  out  from  its  tail-

pipe.  A  modern  rocket  produces  a  greater  amount  of  thrust  than  any

other type of aircraft.

Exercise 2. Read the given words. Combine them into groups of different parts of 

speech according to the suffixes.

Complete,  completeness,  spherical,  electric,  electricity,  electrical,  relative,  relativity, 

different,  difference,  variety,  various,  typical,  repulsive,  repulsion,  longitude,  motion, 

movement, exemplify, horizontal, horizontally, distant, distance.

Exercise 3. Give antonyms to the given words:

to lift, to rise, to expand, to burn, to understand, to push out, to operate, long, modern, 

hot, outside, forward.

Exercise 4. Give synonyms to the following words:

to rise, to travel through, space, to rush out, to change, movement, a kick, to supply.

Exercise 5. Choose 4 words from task 2 and 4 words from task 3 and write down 8 

sentences  of your own with them.

Exercise 6. What ways are used here to make the words’ meaning negative?

Untrue, impossible, resourceless, incomparable, useless, colorless, careless, incorrect, 

inattentive, irrevocable, unimaginable, disadvantageous, uncertain, unfinished, unskilled, 

inexperienced,  inorganic,  indisputable,  unofficial,  immobile,  unclear,  unproductive, 

informal.

Exercise 6. Find in the text information to prove the statements.

1.A jet engine is an "air breather".



2.A rocket can travel in space where there is no air.

3.A gun kicks when it is fired.

4.Before man could begin exploring space it was necessary to wait until the 

science of rocketry.

Exercise 7. Make your plan of the text and be ready to retell it according to the 

plan.

Text 8

Exercise 1. Read the text carefully and be ready to speak on the following points:

1. Thomson began a study of cathode rays at the Cavendish Laboratory, in Cambridge.

2. Thomson makes an experiment.

3. Thomson’s fundamental discovery.

THE  ELECTRON

1)  J.  J.  Thomson,  who  identified  the  cathode  rays  as  streams  of  electrons,  was 

Professor  of  Physics  at  the  Cavendish  Laboratory,  in  Cambridge.  In  this  laboratory 

Thomson began a study of cathode rays. He designed an improved discharge tube with 

which he could measure some of the fundamental characteristics of the stream of electrical 

particles that formed the cathode rays.

2)   Thomson allowed the rays to flow past metal plates charged with electricity, and 

noted how the rays were deflected from their normal course. By careful measurement of 

the amount of the deflection he was able to work out exactly how much electricity was 

associated with a definite weight of cathode-ray particles. He estimated that the electric 

particle was about one-thousandth as heavy as the atom of hydrogen, which is the lightest  

of all atoms.

3)   Thomson was convinced that  he had  made a  fundamental discovery, he had 



proved that the cathode rays consisted of a stream of particles,  and each particle carried  a 

definite electric charge, which had characteristics  associated with matter. This idea  of a 

particle of electricity was not new. But Thomson characterized the particle and gave it a 

definite personality.

Exercise 2. Answer the questions.

1. In what  way did Thomson identify the cathode rays? 2.  What did he design an 

improved discharge tube for? 3. In what way did Thomson allow the rays to flow? 4. What 

did he note concerning the direction of rays? 5. What was he able to do by measurement 

of the amount of the deflection? 6. How heavy was the electric particle? 7. What did 

Thomson prove? 8. What characteristics did the particle have? 9. What did J. J. Thomson 

discover?

Exercise 3. Set four types of questions to the text.

Exercise 4. Make your plan of the text and be ready to retell it according to the 

plan.

Text 9.

Exercise 1. Read the text and make headings for each passage.

MATTER AND ELECTRICITY

1.  By the turn of the century the intimate relationship between matter  and  electricity 

was   becoming widely accepted,  Thomson's tiny particle of electricity, the electron, was 

apparently the constituent of all sorts of atoms.    It could be removed from atoms of 

copper or lead, from oxygen or nitrogen. No matter where it came from, the electron was 

the same size and carried the same amount of electricity.    It was an electrical building-

block from which all atoms were made.

2.  So, less than a century after science had been reorganized by the atomic theory, the 

indivisible,   indestructible   atoms   were beginning to fall apart. The atom of any element 



remained  the  smallest  particle  of  that  element  which  could  maintain  an  independent 

existence; but even so, it could be disrupted into smaller particles, apparently   electrical in 

nature.

3.  This link-up between electricity and matter was to cause a revolution   in the world 

of science. Yet it has not taken us very much further in our attempts to answer the question 

"What is matter?"  The recognition of matter as electricity does little more than gives a 

name for something that had not been named before.

Exercise 2.  Match two parts of the sentences.

1.By the turn of the century the intimate              a) was to cause a revolution   in 

 relationship between matter  and  electricity…            the world of science.

2.Less than a century after science had been       b) was   becoming widely accepted

reorganized by the atomic theory,..

3.The link-up between electricity and matter..  c) atoms   were beginning to fall 

                                                                                                          apart.

Exercise 3. Answer the questions.

1. In what way had the electron been considered by the turn of the century? 2. How 

was the electron characterized? 3. When was it that atoms were beginning to fall apart? 4. 

What  particle  was  considered the  smallest  particle  of  any  element?  5.  Why is  it  that 

electricity was to cause a revolution in science? 6. In what way can the question "what is 

matter" be answered?

Exercise 4. Translate the sentences into Russian. Pay attention to the pronouns 

some, any, no, every and their derivatives.

1.Some years ago scientists found a way of splitting atoms artificially. 2. Every atom 

has a nucleus.  3.  It  is  unbelievable that  anything could be smaller  than atoms. 4. He 

knows nothing about your research work in physics. 5. I have no idea about this new fact. 

6.  Everything must be ready for the experiment in two hours. 7. The printer is out of 

paper. Have you got any?



Exercise 5. Translate the following groups of words paying attention to suffixes.

Atomic fission;  a  power  station;  a  chain  reaction;  a  powerful microscope;  atomic 

energy; to generate electricity; peaceful aims.

Exercise 6.  Write down sentences of your own with the word combinations of 

Exercise 7. Translate into Russian. Pay attention to the modal verbs.

1.  Our laboratory should be provided with all the necessary instruments. 2. We can 

divide a piece of material into small parts. 3. Electrons can be evaporated off metals, like 

steam from water. 4. The results of the experiment may be obtainable tomorrow. 5. You 

ought  to  be  more  careful  with  electrical  appliances.  6.  They  were  told  they  were  to 

continue their research work. 7. The designing engineers had to solve many problems in 

the process of constructing this machine.

Exercise 8. Read and translate the sentences and say what parts of speech the 

marked words are.

1.Today  we use  both  cells  and generators.  2. Atomic  energy  is  used  to  generate 

electricity. 3. The splitting of atoms is called atomic fission. 4. Today scientists know how 

an atom can be split.

Text 10.

Exercise 1. Read the text and give definitions to the following words:

an atom, an element, a proton, an electron, atomic fission, nuclear energy.

ATOMS

All the millions of substances in the world are   built   of only about a hundred simple 



substances. We call these simple substances elements. The very smallest bit of an element 

is an atom. Iron, for instance, is one of the elements. The very smallest bit of iron is an 

atom of iron. Atoms are so tiny that it is hard to imagine how tiny they are.         

There can be millions of different substances because atoms of different kinds can join 

together in different ways. Atoms of oxygen and atoms of hydrogen, for instance, can join 

to form water. They can join in different proportions forming hydrogen peroxide.

But atoms are made up of even smaller particles. Every atom has a centre, or nucleus. 

The nucleus of an atom always has in it one or more particles called protons.  In the case 

of every element except hydrogen it has particles called  -neutrons  in it, too. Traveling 

around the nucleus there are one or more tiny particles called electrons.

 The atoms of a few rare elements gradually break down by themselves. They shoot out 

some of the particles they are made of, giving off energy, mostly in the form of heat and 

light.  These  elements,  we  say,  are  radioactive.  Radium  is  one  of.  them.  Uranium is 

another.

About 50 years ago scientists found a way of  splitting atoms artificially and making 

them give off energy. The splitting of atoms is called atomic fission. 

  In atomic fission it is the nucleus that is split. For this reason, atomic energy is often 

called nuclear energy.   Now  scientists have found how to control the splitting of atoms. 

They have worked out ways of making atomic fission supply a steady amount of atomic 

energy using it for generating electricity and serving mankind. 

Exercise 2. Replace verbs in brackets by one of Continuous forms.

1. At present scientists (to work) to develop the peaceful uses of atomic energy. 2. 

Within several years nuclear power stations (to generate) a greater amount of electrical 

power. 3. Yesterday morning he (to write) an article on the development of science and 

technology. 4. Nowadays new technologies (to find) wider application in all branches of 

industry.  5.  Space  research  (to  develop)  rapidly  all  over  the  world.  6.  Electronics  (to 

become) very important in all branches of production now. 7. Different kinds of batteries 

(to  use)  widely  in  modern  radio  engineering.  8.  During  the  experiment  the  scientist 

observed that a small electrical current (to flow). 9. We conclude that some electrons (to 



move)  through  a  vacuum.  10.  In  the  future  designing  engineers  (to  make)  various 

improvements in the construction of new spaceships.

Exercise 3.  Translate the sentences into Russian paying attention to the modal 

verbs.

1. It is known that an atom can be split. 2. The electrons outside the nucleus can only 

move in orbits. 3. He may work at the laboratory of our institute, if he wishes to do so. 4. 

Atoms combine into molecules and molecules may contain one, two, three or more atoms. 

5. You must prepare a report for our conference.  6. Atoms of different kinds can join 

together in different ways. 7. You should carry out the experiment by yourself; you are 

quite able to do so. 8. It is the cyclotron that can be used to produce high speed positively  

charged particles of enormous energy.

Exercise 4. Translate the sentences into Russian, name the Tenses and Voices of 

the verbs.

1. The future of astronautics will be a logical continuation of what has already been 

achieved.  2.  There  have  been two interesting  meetings  at  our  institute  this  month.  3. 

Tsiolkovsky had already developed the theory of space flight in pre-revolutionary Russia. 

4. We had carried out our experiment by 5 o'clock. 5. Our country has reached a high stage 

of development. 6. According to the law of conservation of energy, the energy present in 

the Universe has always existed. 7. I shall have translated this article by tomorrow. 

Exercise 5. Find in the text and translate sentences with Participle I and Participle 

II, name their functions.

Exercise 6. Make the following sentences interrogative.

Pattern:   Atomic   energy   is   often   called   nuclear  energy. Is atomic energy 

often called nuclear energy?



1.  Atoms are too small to be seen even with powerful microscopes.

2.  Atoms of oxygen and atoms of hydrogen can join to form water.

3.  Atoms are made up of even smaller particles. 

4. Every atom has a centre, or nucleus. 

5. Atoms of different kinds can join together in different ways.

6. Electric currents may be set up through solids, liquids or gases — and even through 

a vacuum. 

7.  The number  of  electric  charges passing through any given area per  second is  a 

measure of the current strength through that area. 

8. An electric charge can pass easily through some materials. 

9. An electric charge flows with difficulty through certain materials. 

10. Materials which do not permit the easy flow of charges through their structures are 

called non-conductors or insulators.

Exercise 7. Set general questions to 3 sentences from the last passage of the text.

Exercise 8.  Write down questions beginning with the words given in brackets.

1.  About 30 years ago scientists found a way-of splitting atoms artificially.   (when)

2.  Every atom has a centre, or nucleus. (what)

3.   In a thimbleful of air there are more atoms than you could count if you lived to be a 

million years old. (where)

4.  Atomic energy is often called nuclear energy because in atomic fission it is the 

nucleus that is split. (why)

Exercise 9. Using the verb to be finish the sentences choosing the correct endings 

from the second column.

1.The smallest bit of iron . . .                              called   atomic   fission.

2.For this reason, atomic energy . . .                   an atom of iron.

3.The splitting of atoms . . .                                 an atom.

4.All the millions of substances in the world ...  often called nuclear energy.



5The very smallest bit of an element.        …  ..built of   only about a hundred simple 

substances.

Exercise 10. Make your plan of the text and be ready to retell it according to the 

plan.

Text 11.

Exercise 1. Read the text and answer the questions.

1. What are plastics?

2. What are organic substances of high molecular weight synthesized from?

3. How are they produced?

4. What gives plastics the desired properties?

PLASTICS

Plastics are synthetic or natural materials which contain as an essential ingredient an 

organic substance of high molecular weight. They are solid in their finished state, and, at 

some stage during manufacture or processing into finished articles can be moulded or 

shaped  by  flow.  Organic  substances  of  high  molecular  weight-are  synthesized  from 

relatively  simple  chemical  compounds  by  condensation  and  polymerization  reactions 

yielding  products  called  synthetic  resins.  They  are  also  produced  by  modification  by 

chemical treatment of naturally occurring substances of high molecular weight, such as 

natural resins, proteins, and cellulose.

The modern  plastics  industry  deals  chiefly  with  mouldable  materials  manufactured 

from organic compounds.



A convenient classification of plastics can be made on the basis of their behaviour 

toward heat.

Plastics are usually modified by addition of plasticizers, fillers, and pigments to give 

them properties desired for specific commercial uses and for processing. Plastics are 

sometimes used without the addition of plasticizers or fillers for the fabrication of 

commercial products.

Exercise 2.  Translate group of words.

a suitable position; an elliptical orbit; an observer; the Martian year; to travel slowly.

Exercise 3. Translate the following words without a dictionary.

planet,  system,  problem,  position,  interval,  opposition,  details,  elliptical,  orbit, 

distance, million, stimulate.

Exercise 4.  Translate the sentences into Russian. Pay attention to the Gerundive 

construction.

1. The lector was happy about our all listening to him attentively. 2. He went to the 

door to listen for her coming up. 3. Do you object to my taking part in the experiment? 4. 

The reliable functioning of television depends on the television set being equipped with 

semiconductors.

Exercise 5.  Translate  the  sets  of  sentences  and  say  what  parts  of  speech  the 

marked words are.

1. You  should  study all  the  physical  and  chemical  properties  of  this

substance.

This planet presents itself for study at intervals of two years.

2. The  planet  Mars  poses  some  interesting  problems  to  the  observer.

We want to observe the properties of this material.

3. The soldiers quickly lined up.

It takes 780 days before the planet Mars and the Earth come into line.



Text 12.

Exercise 1. Read the text and answer the questions.

1. In what way does the planet Mars differ from all the others?

2. How long is the Martian year?

3. When is the planet Mars in its best position for study?

MARS, THE RED PLANET

Of  all  the  planets  in  the  solar  system  the  planet  Mars  is  pro

bably  the  one  which  stimulates  the  greatest  interest  and  which  poses

some  interesting  problems  to  the  observers.  In  one  curious  way  this

planet  differs  from  all  the  others.  Eatti  and  every  one  of  these  planets

presents  itself  in  a  suitable  position  for  study  every  year,  or  at  in-

tervals of approximately every 12 months.

This  is  not  the  case  with  the  planet  Mars,  for  this  planet  pre-

sents  itself  for  study  at  intervals  of  about  2  years  and  2  months  (780

days).  A  "day"  on  Mars  is  about  24*/2 hours.  The  Martian  year  is

687  days:  it  takes  687  of  our  days  for  Mars  to  complete  one  revolu-

tion about the Sun.

However,  because  Mars  travels  more  slowly  than  the  Earth,

it  takes  780  days  before  the  two  bodies  come  into  line.  When  the

Earth  and  the  planet  Mars  are  in  a  line  with  the  Sun,  and  on  the

same  side  of  it,  then  Mars  is  in  opposition  and  so  at  its  best  position

for study.

Mars  is  a  little  over  half  the  size  of  the  Earth  and  it  has  a  dia-

meter  of  about  4,200  miles.  As  this  planet  is  rather  small,  it  can  be

observerd  easily  only  around  the  times  of  opposition,  when  it  is

near  the  Earth.  These  oppositions  occur  about  every  2  years  and  2



months.

Mars  has  a  very  elliptical  orbit  and  opposition  distances  can

vary  from  62  million  to  35  million  miles.  A  favourable  opposition

when  Mars  is  as  close  to  the  Earth  as  it  can  be,  takes  place  every

15 or 17 years.

Man's  knowledge  of  Mars  comes  not  only  from  the  use  of

powerful  telescopes  but  also  from  the  use  of  unmanned  spacecraft.

Since  1962  Soviet  and  American  spacecrafts  have  been  traveling  great

distances  in  space  to  photograph  and  collect  data  about  Mars  and  other

planets.  The  pictures  and  the  information  are  then  sent  back  to

Earth by means of radio and television signals.

Exercise 2. Translate the sentences.

1. In one curious way this planet differs from all the others. 2. Thus oppositions of 

Mars come every 2 years and 50 days. 3. This planet presents itself for study at intervals 

of about 2 years and 2 months. 4. It takes 780 days before the two bodies come into 

line. 5. Mars has a very elliptical orbit.

Exercise 3. Choose from the given sentences the ones with Attributive Clauses.

1. When the Earth and the planet Mars are in a line with the Sun, and on the same side 

of it, then Mars is in opposition and so at its best position for study. 2. Of all the planets in 

the solar system the planet Mars is probably the one which stimulates the greatest interest 

and which poses some interesting problems to the observer. 3. A favourable opposition, 

when Mars is as close to the Earth as it can be, takes place every 15 or 17 years. 4. This is  

not the case with the planet Mars, for this planet presents itself for study at intervals of 

about 2 years and 2 months.



Exercise 4. Put the verbs in brackets in the right form. Mind sequence of Tenses.

Pattern: They said that they (to take) their examination the next day.

They said that they would take their examination .. the next day.

1. We thought that the results of your work (to be) better. 2. They said that they (to 

study)  in  the  library  for  two hours  the  day  before.  3.  Experiments  proved  that  great  

economy (can) be realized by using-automation. 4. At a press conference the cosmonauts 

were asked whether they (to carry out) everything programmed by the scientists. 5. At the 

beginning we knew very little as to what results we (to get) from our experiments. 6. In 

the 19th century it was discovered that any of the forms of energy (can) be transformed 

into any other. 

Exercise 5. Find the Gerund in the given sentences, define its function.

Translate the sentences into Russian.

1. The idea of creating a multi-stage rocket belongs to Tsiolkovsky. 2. Scientists began 

working at the problem of magnifying the power of microscopes more than 200 years ago. 

3. Instead of using ultra-violet light, scientists turned their attention to studying electrons. 

4. Studying small structure is accomplished with the help of a microscope. 5. By making 

use of the properties of electrons physicists succeeded in constructing an electronic mi-

croscope.

Exercise  6.  Make  the  sentences  interrogative  beginning  with  the  words  in 

brackets.

1. 1. A "day" on Mars is about 24V2 hours (How long). 2. Mars has a very elliptical 

orbit (Has). 3. Opposition distances can vary from 62 million to 35 million miles (How 

much). 4. The Martian year is 687 days (Is). 5. It takes 780 days before the planet Mars 

and the Earth come into line (How many). 6. A favourable opposition, when Mars is as 

close to the Earth as it can be, takes place every 15 or 17 years (When). 7. It takes 780 

days before the two bodies come into line (How long). 8. In one curious way this planet 



differs from all the others (Does). 9. Oppositions of Mars come every 2 years and 50 days 

(When)

Exercise 7.  Find in the text  information proving that  Mars differs from other 

planets.

Exercise 8. Make your plan of the text and be ready to retell it according to the 

plan.

Text 13.

Exercise 1. Read and translate the text and tell the group mates about the forms 

of energy.

SOME FORMS OF ENERGY

Energy is the capacity or ability to do work. Energy causes changes in matter and can 

be measured. We can see  light  and feel  heat,  two common forms of energy. We cannot, 

however, "pick up" the light or heat and weigh each as we can with matter. Actually all 

forms of energy may be classed as two major kinds: kinetic energy, the energy of motion, 

and potential energy, the energy of position.

Although there are only two main kinds of energy, energy may be found in different 

forms like light, mechanical, electric, or sound energy. Most of these forms of energy can 

be changed from one into the other. However, it must be remembered that the total amount 

of energy in the Universe does not change. The reason for this is that energy and matter 

can change into each other without any loss. Thus the total amount of matter and energy in 

the Universe is believed to remain constant.



Exercise2. Translate the sentences. Name the Tenses and Voices of the Predicates.

1. Our present number system has not always been so fully developed as it is today. 2. 

Physicists had developed new methods of solving such problems many years before they 

found the best method. 3. The director said that the exhibition had been sent from England 

to give a clear picture of physics teaching in England. 4. Euclid's "Elements" has been 

used  as  a  basis  for  all  textbooks  on  geometry  since  his  time.  5.  By  the  end  of  the 

conference  we  shall  have  discussed  the  two main  attitudes  to  school  mathematics.  6. 

Historians thought that the term "zero" had been introduced by the Hindus or the Baby-

lonians. 7. They had been studying simple methods of integration for some time before 

they knew how to use them.

Exercise 3. Write down the sentences using the verbs in brackets in one of the 

Perfect Tenses.

Pattern:   The students (to read) the material about kinds of energy by next week.  - 

The students had read the material about kinds of energy before they had practice 

(Past Perfect, Active Voice)

1. I (to finish) my laboratory work before the bell rang. 2. He (to pass) his examination 

in physics today. 3. He (to translate) the article from the technical magazine by this time. 

4. We (to complete) our experiments by next week. 5. We (to read) many books on the 

problem this year.  6.  We (to finish)  our experimental work when you return from the 

conference. 7. The work (to complete) by the end of the term. 8. Many students from our 

department (to send) to the conference this week. 9. All the books (to read) by the students 

before the teacher asked them back. 10. The equipment (to bring) to the laboratory today.

Exercise 4. Write out of the text all irregular verbs, give their three forms and 

translation.



Exercise 5. Translate the sentences into Russian. Pay attention to the attributive 

function of the subjects.

1.  We have  built  a  new power  station.  2.  Mr.  Brown is  a  college  teacher.  3.  Our 

University has got a new software system. 4. The television programme is on the table. 5. 

Our physics examination did not last long. 6. He studies at the physics department. 7. Our 

university laboratories are well equipped. 8. They study the computer programme. 9. They 

work at a research institute. 10. We use different laboratory methods in our work.

Exercise 6. Form different parts of speech with the given suffixes. Translate the 

words.

а) nouns from the verbs  with the help of suffix –er:

to design, to teach, to inform, to read, to compute, to begin, to stenograph;

b) adjectives from the verbs using suffix -able:

to attain, to change, to compare, to value.



PART 2

Supplementary Reading 



UNIT 1.

ISAAC NEWTON,

THE DISCOVERER                        

OF THE LAW            

OF GRAVITATION (1)

1.1. Early Years

The  great  English  scientist  Isaac  Newton  was  born  in  the  little  village  of 

Woolthorpe, not far from the old university town of Cambridge, on December 25, 

1642. His father, a farmer, died before his son's birth. Little Isaac was   left   to   the  

care   of    his mother, uncle and grandmother who sent him to school. 

In his early years young Isaac shone more as one who could make things with 

his hands than a scholar.  His neighbours watched him making various things and 

thought he would probably become a well-known clock maker. There was ground for 

thinking thus because he had already made a clock of a kind which his neighbours 

had never heard of before. It worked by water. Besides the water-clock, Isaac also 

made a sundial (2). His grandmother was never at a loss (3) to know the hour; for the 

water-clock could tell  it  in  the  house,  and the sundial  outside.  It  is  said that  the 

sundial is still at Woolthorpe, on a wall of the house where Newton lived.

When  he  grew  older,  however,  he  took  a  considerable  interest  in  (4) 

mathematics.

Though Isaac never lost his manual skill (5) his ability as a mathematician and a 

physicist was the most important in his life. According to Newton himself, (6) his 

first physical experiment was carried out in 1658, when he was sixteen years old. 

Wishing to find out the strength of the wind during a storm, he jumped against and 



before the wind and by the length of his jump he could judge the strength of the wind. 

Thus, even in his boyish sports, he was searching out (7) the secrets of nature and 

could find out difficult things in simple ways. His brain was always busy observing 

different phenomena of nature.

Not far from his grandmother's home there was a windmill. When the windmill 

was not  working he examined the mechanism and when the windmill  worked he 

watched the process of its work. Then he made a model of the windmill; every  part 

of  the  mill  and  its  machinery  was  complete.

If Isaac was left to himself, he was either making something or studying some 

book. At night he looked up at the stars, and wondered if they were worlds like our 

own, and how great their distance from the earth was. There were a lot of questions in 

his mind but nobody was able to answer them.

When Isaac was fourteen years old, his mother took her son from school to help 

her on the farm at Woolthorpe, where she lived with three other children—Isaac's 

brother and two sisters. For more than two years he worked on the farm and then his  

mother sent him back again to school to prepare for the University.

On June 5, 1661, Newton entered the University of Cambridge where he studied 

mathematics.  Soon  he  became  famous  having  made  (8)  a  number  of  important 

contributions to mathematics by the time he was twenty one.

When  Newton  was  twenty-two  years  old  he  began  studying  the  theory  of 

gravitation. In 1665, while on a visit in his native village, he saw an apple fall from a 

tree  and  began  wondering  what  force  made  the  apple  fall.  Probably  this  was 

influenced by his knowledge of Galileo's experiment from the Tower of Pisa. (9)

1  the law of gravitation —закон тяготения

2 a sundial ['sundaiəl] – солнечные часы

3 to be at a loss—быть в затруднении

4  to take interest in smth. — проявлять интерес к чему-л.

5  manual ['mænjuəl] skill —умение искусно мастерить



6 according tо Newton himself — по свидетельству самого Ньютона 

7 to search out — искать,  исследовать

8  having made — сделав

9 Tower of Pisa ['tauə ev'pi:za] — Пизанская башня (Имеется в виду эксперимент 

Галилея,    проведенный  им    в  1591  г.   Сбрасывая  с  Пизанской  наклонной  

(«падающей»)  башни  предметы  различного  веса,  Галилей  открыл  законы  

падения тел.)

Task 1. Learn the vocabulary by heart.

Task 2. Answer the questions:

1) When and where was Isaac Newton born?

2) Who took care of little Isaac after his father’s death?

3) What did he make with his own hands when a schoolboy?

4) What did he take a considerable interest in later?

5) What ability was the most important in his life?

6) When was Newton’s first physical experiment carried out?

7) What kind of experiment did he carry out?

Task 3. Be ready to tell about the early years of Isaac Newton according to the 

plan:

1. The birth of Isaac Newton.

2. Newton’s family.

3. Newton’s manual skills.

4. Newton’s considerable interest and his experiments.



1.2. The Problem of Gravitation

We   know    that    the    moon makes a circle round the earth in about   every 

twenty-eight   days. We know also that our earth and other planets move around the 

sun. Does it not seem probable (1) that the earth pulls the moon, and it moves in its 

orbit under the influence of the earth's gravitation? Perhaps also the sun pulls the 

earth and the other planets.

It was over such possibilities that (2) young Isaac Newton was thinking in the 

solitude (3) of his Lincolnshire home when the  Great  Plague (4)  raged  in   London 

and  he,   along  with other students, was sent home from Cambridge because of this 

plague. In that quiet period of almost two years he finished his discoveries which had 

perhaps the most far-reaching effect in the whole history of science: the method of 

fluxions, (5) decomposition of light and the law of gravitation.

As a young man at Cambridge Newton had read with great interest the writings 

of Galileo, he knew the geometry of Descartes, (6) and he had already partly worked 

out the methods of calculus, which he called the method of fluxions. So when he 

began to think "of gravity extending (7) to the orb (8) of the moon", as he wrote, he 

immediately put this idea to the test (9) of calculation.

When  Newton  first  began  his  calculations  the  available  information  of  the 

earth's  radius and of the moon's distance were not accurate.  The relative distance 

between the various planets was not accurately known at the time. Newton did not 

know whether he could treat the sun and the planets as though they were points, 

concentrated at their respective centres through which he could assume the forces 

acted (10) so he put his calculations aside (11) and let the problem wait.

For some years he studied light, in which subject alone his work was enough to 

place him in the first ranks among men of science.

Newton performed many experiments with light and found that white light was 

made up of rays of different colours. He invented the reflecting telescope, that was 

very small in diameter, but magnified objects to forty diameters. Newton developed a 

mathematical method which is now known as the Binomial Theorem (12) and also 



differentia] and integral calculus (13).

In 1669 he was appointed professor  and began lectures  on mathematics  and 

optics at Cambridge.

1  Does it not seem probable — He представляется ли вероятным

2  It was over such possibilities (hat—Именно над такими возможностями

3 solitude ['solitju:d] – одиночество, уединение

4 Great Plague [pleig] — эпидемия чумы (1665 года)

5  the    method    of fluxions ['flΛk∫nz] — метод   дифференциального исчисления 

(метод флюксий)

6  Descartes [dei'ka:t] — Декарт,  Рене   (1596 —1650, французский ученый)

7  to extend [iks'tend] – вытягиваться, тянуть(-ся), простираться, удлиняться

8 an orb [o:b] - шар

9 to put smth. to   the test — подвергнуть   испытанию что-л., проверить

10  the forces acted — действующие силы

11  to put aside — отложить

12 Binomial Theorem [bai'noumjəl ' θiərem]— бином Ньютона

13  the   differential    [dife'ren∫iəl]    and   integral    calculus    ['intigrəl

'kælkjuləs]—дифференциальное и интегральное исчисление

Task 1. Learn the vocabulary by heart.

Task  2.  Think  of  your  own  sentences  with  as  many  expressions  from  the 

vocabulary as you can use.

Task 3. Answer the questions.

1) In how many days does the moon make a circle round the earth?

2) What important discoveries did Newton finish after he had been sent home 

from Cambridge because of the Great Plague?



3) What did Isaac Newton do when he began to think of “gravity extending to the 

orb of the moon”?

4) Why did Newton put his calculations concerning the sun and the planets aside 

and let the problem wait?

5) What did he study after that?

6) What did Newton find during his experiments with light?

7) What did the scientist invent?

8) What mathematical method did Newton develop?

Task 4. Be ready to tell in short about Newton’s experiments and inventions.

1.3. Newton's Theory of Gravitation

Some years after Newton had begun to work on the problem of gravitation a 

French observer made a new estimate of the earth's radius, and reported his results at 

a meeting of the Royal Society. Newton then reviewed his old notes and examined 

the information he had.  He found that  now he was nearer  to  the solution of  the 

problem than before, but he did not publish his results,  he was still  not satisfied, 

because his theory was not completely worked out.

However, the time had come to publish his results on gravitation because the 

problem was being discussed on all sides. An important work on centrifugal force by 

a  Dutch  scientist  Christian  Huygens  (1)  appeared  in  1673.  The  mathematical 

difficulties seemed unsurmountable (2), so Huygens, together with some Fellows of 

the Royal Society approached Newton on the subject. (3) He was asked what path a 

body would take (4) if it were (5) attracted by a mass with a force acting inversely as 

the square of the distance. And Newton's immediate answer was, "An ellipse."

Newton  gathered  together  all  his  earlier  calculations,  and  succeeded  in 

completing  (6)  his  whole  theory.  First  he  examined  the  general  problem  of  the 

attraction of one mass by another. He showed that a massive sphere attracts another 



as if the whole mass were concentrated at the centre.(7) This was a result of great 

importance. It enabled Newton to treat the problems of the sun, moon and earth like 

problems  of  geometry,  for  the  masses  of  these  bodies  could  be  treated  as  if 

concentrated at points. Thus he at last justified the method of treatment which he had 

first adopted for the problem of the earth and moon. The proof of his inverse square 

law (8) was now complete. He had demonstrated that the gravitational pull of the 

earth extends as far as the moon and keeps it in its orbit. He demonstrated that this 

pull  is in accordance with (9) the same law as that by which a stone falls to the 

ground, namely gravity.

Newton then showed that the inverse square law represents not only Kepler's 

(10) third law, but his first two laws as well. Thus he not only combined the three 

results of Kepler, but he extended his own theory of gravitation to the movements of 

the planets round the sun. The whole machinery of the solar system was thus brought 

under the sway of one law, (11) which states that every particle attracts every other 

particle with a force which changes inversely as the square of the distance between 

them. This statement is part of Newton's law of gravitation, which, together with all 

his other  theories,  was given to the world in his  great  work Elements of Natural 

Philosophy (12) published in 1687.

It is interesting to note that Newton did not want to publish his book. He locked 

it in his desk and decided to keep it there forever.

However,  other scientists began to take interest  in the subject  of gravitation. 

Astronomers, physicists and others talked about it at conferences in London. Wren, 

(13) the famous architect, offered a prize to any scientist who could prove why the 

path of a planet must be an ellipse. But nobody could do it. In August of 1684 Halley, 

(14) the astronomer, visited Newton at Cambridge and asked him if he could solve 

the problem. Newton said he had already got the answer, and promised to send his 

manuscript some time later. Halley received the manuscript in the autumn of the same 

year but Newton's great work, Elements of Natural Philosophy, was published only in 

the middle of 1687. With this book, a new period in the development of science 

began.



Newton's  law  of  inverse  squares  thus  joined  in  one  simple  mathematical 

statement the behaviour of the planets as well as (15) of bodies on this earth. It was 

the  first  synthesis  of  physical  knowledge.  As  such  his  contribution  to  science  is 

unique.

Isaac Newton gained great fame. But he cared little for it. All that he had learned 

and discovered only made him feel how much more there was that he did not know.

It is  now easy for  us to understand how important  Newton's work was.  The 

publication of Elements of Natural Philosophy was compared to the sunrise. His laws 

(in their specific fields) will be used till humanity and its science and technology 

exist. That is why Newton's work is immortal, it outlived his time and it will always 

live. But Newton himself was always modest. Once he said that he had been only as a 

child playing on the seashore, while the immense ocean of truth (16) extended itself 

unexplored before him.

Newton devoted all his time to science. Working at difficult questions he forgot 

everything else. On such days he kept to his room, (17) and did not allow anyone to 

disturb him. Sitting half dressed on his bed he remained there in thought (18) all day 

long eating only when food was brought to him and not noticing what he was eating.

One morning he was working very hard, and did not leave his room to go and 

have breakfast with the family. The housekeeper, however, sent one of the maids into 

his study with an egg and a saucepan of water. The maid had been told to boil the egg 

and stay while he ate it, but as he wished to be alone, Newton sent her away, saying 

that he would cook it himself. The maid left it near his watch on the table, and, telling 

him to let it boil for three minutes, left the room. She returned soon after and found 

Newton standing deep in thought, the egg in his hand, while his watch was boiling in 

the saucepan.                                        

Isaac Newton's temper was so mild, nothing could disturb it, as can be seen from 

the following incident.  He had a little  dog which was called Diamond.  (19)  One 

evening Newton went out of his study leaving Diamond there and when he returned a 

few minutes later, he saw that a lighted candle had been pushed over (20) on its side 

among some papers and that the nearly finished work of many years was in flames 



(21). As Newton was already an old man, the loss was irreparable (22), but he did not 

punish the dog, he only exclaimed, "0 Diamond, Diamond, you do not know the 

mischief that you have done."

* * *

Isaac Newton died in 1727 at the age of 85. He was buried with honours, as a national 

hero. It was the first time that national honours of this kind had been accorded in 

England to a man of science.

1   Christian  Huygens  ['kristjan  'haigenz]  —  Христиан Гюйгенс (1629 — 1695, 

голландский ученый)

2 unsurmountable [Λnsə: 'mauntbl] - непреодолимый 

3 approached Newton on the subject—обратились к Ньютону по этому вопросу

4  to take the path — вступить па путь 

5 if it were—если бы оно было

6  succeeded [sək'si:did] in completing—успешно завершил

7  as   if   the  whole  mass   were  concentrated   at   the   centre — как

будто бы вся масса сосредоточена в центре

8  inverse [in'və:s] square law — закон   равенства действия и противодействия

9  in accordance [ə'ko:dəns] with — в соответствии с

10  Kepler   ['keplə]  — Кеплер,   Иоганн    (1571 — 1630,    австрийский ученый)

11  was thus brought under the sway of one law—был, таким образом,  подчинен 

одному закону

12 "Elements of Natural Philosophy"—- «Математические начала

натуральной философии»

13 Wren [ren] — Рен, Кристофер (1632—1723, английский архитектор) 

14 Halley ['holi] — Галлей, Эдмунд (1656 —1742, английский астроном,

друг и помощник Ньютона,   директор  Гринвичской обсерватории)

15  as well as — так же как, а также

16  the immense [I'mens]  ocean of truth — зд.  громадный океан сокровенной 

истины



17  he kept to his room — он не выходил из своей комнаты 

18 in thought —задумавшись

19 Diamond ['daimənd] — Алмаз (кличка собаки) 

20 had been pushed over – была опрокинута

21 was in flames – была охвачена пламенем

22 the loss was irreparable [ire’pεərbl] – потеря была невозместима
                                            '  
Task 1. Learn the vocabulary by heart.

Task  2.  Think  of  your  own  sentences  with  as  many  expressions  from  the 

vocabulary as you can use.

Task 3. Answer the questions.

1.Why did the scientists of the Royal Society approach Newton on the problem of 

gravitation?

2.In what way did Newton complete his whole theory?

3.Which of Newton’s statements was given to the world in his great work Elements 

of Natural Philosophy published in 1687?

4.Why was Newton’s contribution to science unique?

5.What had happened to Newton’s papers when he returned home one evening?

Task 4. Give a one-page summary of the text.



UNIT 2

MICHAEL FARADAY,                         

THE FATHER                                         

OF THE ELECTRIC MOTOR

2.1. Early Years

One   of   the    great  names   in  the    history    of    man's    work    in 

electricity   is   that    of    Michael  Faraday. He was born in a small village near 

London on September 22, 1791 in a poor family. His father, a blacksmith, could feed 

his family with difficulty (1), and could not even dream of an education for his boy.

                     

As a boy Michael did not have much schooling. He had to work, and he had to 

learn a trade. So in 1804, when he was thirteen, he went to work in a bookbinder's 

shop. The work was not very interesting. At first he delivered the ready books. Later 

he learnt how to bind books.

He lived among books. Some of the scientific works which passed through his 

hands aroused his interest in science (2) and he started to read. The boy could not 

read every book in the shop because he was busy and had not much time. He began to 

take home the books which he liked best.

Once he ran across (3) an article on electricity. When Faraday began to read it he 

knew nothing of the subject, but it struck his imagination. Soon his chief interest was 

in science, and especially in electricity and chemistry. He read as much as he could 



on these subjects. He made careful notes (4) from the books that interested him most.

To learn a science well it is necessary not only to read, but to experiment as 

well. Like all true scientists, Faraday wanted to make experiments. He had very little 

money, but he saved his few pennies and bought a cheap and simple apparatus and 

some materials. The more he studied, the more interested he became (5). Lectures on 

scientific subjects were at that time being given (6) in London. Faraday wanted to go 

to these lectures, but he had to pay a shilling for this and at first he could not go. He 

told his  brother  about  his  difficulty.  Although his  brother  was a  working man in 

London and not at all rich himself he gave Michael the shilling.

1 c

ould feed his family with difficulty – едва мог прокормить свою семью

2 aroused his interest in science – пробудили его интерес к науке

3  to run across — случайно встретить, натолкнуться

4  to make (take) notes — делать заметки, записывать что-нибудь

5  The more he studied, the more interested he became.—Чем больше он занимался 

наукой, тем больше она его интересовала.

6  Lectures  on  scientific  subjects  were  at  that  time  being  given  —  В то время 

читались лекции на научные темы

Task 1. Learn the vocabulary by heart.

Task 2. Answer the questions.

1.When and where was Michael Faraday born?

2.Why didn’t Michael have much schooling when a child?

3.Why wasn’t his work very interesting?

4. What did arouse his interest in science?

5.What was his chief interest in science?

6.how did he solve the problem of attending scientific lectures in London?



Task 3. Add more information to the statements.

1) Michael Faraday was born in a poor family and as a boy he didn’t have much 

schooling.

2) Michael’s work was not at all interesting.

3) It was his work which aroused his desire in reading and science.

4) Faraday wanted to learn science well.

Task 4. Tell in short about the early years of Michael Faraday.

2.2. Davy's Pupil

Faraday   also   heard  of   other  talks  on  science  which  were  being  given  by  an 

outstanding  scientist  and  the  most  popular  lecturer  in  London  at  that  time,  Sir 

Humphry Davy (1). He was able to go to these too, and as he sat and listened, he took 

notes and made drawings to illustrate them.

Davy was interested in many fields of science. He had already discovered the 

value of laughing gas as an anaesthetic, and he showed his listeners how to make a 

lamp which was safe in coal-mines.

As Faraday learnt more about electricity, he grew discontented with his work (2) 

at the bookbinder's shop. He wanted to devote his life to science, but he could not see 

how he could do this. At last, in his poor room, he wrote a letter to Humphry Davy. 

He told him of his great interest in science and his desire to do scientific work and 

asked for his help. In the letter he put some of the notes which he had made when he 

was listening to Davy, and also some of his drawings.

Davy wrote Faraday a kind reply. He asked Faraday to come to see him, and 

offered to give him an opportunity to do scientific research. Faraday was delighted, 

but he had to start at the bottom (3). His work at first was to wash apparatus and 

prepare what Davy and the other scientists used in their experiments. But Faraday 

could now work in the company of scientists. He could hear what they said when 



they talked together; and he could watch them at work.

Davy sometimes took trips (4) to Europe, where he met great scientists of other 

countries, and one day he asked Faraday if he wanted to go with him. Faraday, of 

course, was glad. He had never been more than a few miles from London in his life,  

and now he would meet some of the great men of science. The journey lasted a year 

and a half. It was a wonderful experience and the educational value of Faraday's trip 

to Europe was great. Faraday learned much during the trip and he met, among other 

people, Volta (5) and Ampere (6), who had already made a name for themselves in 

the history of electricity.

1   Humphry  Davy  ['hΛmfri  'deivi]  —  Гемфри Дэви (1778—1829,  английский 

химик)

2  lie grew discontented ['diskən'tentid] with his work —он  стал тяготиться своей 

работой

3  he had lo start at the bottom — он должен был начинать все сначала

4  to take a trip — съездить, совершить поездку

5 Volta ['volta] — Вольта, Алессандро (1745—1827, итальянский физик, один из 

основателей учения об электрическом токе)

6  Ampere ['æmpiə]  Ампер,  Андре-Мари  (1775—1836,  французский  физик  и 

математик)

Task 1. Learn the vocabulary by heart.

Task 2. Answer the questions.

1.Who was Humphry Davy?

2.What scientific results had he achieved by the time Faraday got to know him?

3.What did Faraday write in his letter to Sir Humphry Davy?

4.What was Davy’s answer?

5.Why wasn’t  Faraday disappointed when he worked as a washer of apparatus at 



Davy’s laboratory?

6.Why was Faraday so glad when he was offered to participate in a trip to Europe?

Task 3. Make a plan of the text.

Task  4.  Be  ready  to  tell  about  the  beginning  of  scientific  work  of  Faraday 

according to your plan.

2.3.  Work and Experiments

When   Faraday   returned   to London he resumed his work and experiments. He 

helped Davy in his research and started to write articles for a scientific magazine. For 

five more years he studied electricity and various sciences, and then he himself began 

to teach.           

Faraday's scientific interests were varied. He made a new kind of steel and a 

new kind of glass. He studied flying. He did many kinds of work, and he did most of  

it alone. He was of those people who liked to do everything themselves (1).

Faraday had not much time for pleasure. He drew and sang, and he took his wife 

to the river sometimes. But he often worked fourteen hours a day. He began to get 

work from other people who had heard of his cleverness as a scientist.  Men who 

wanted to know the answers to scientific questions asked him to make experiments to 

find out the truth.

Because of this work he could not do his own research in electricity. Time was 

his enemy, as it is the enemy of many hard-working men. He always had something 

to do for other people, and his own research progressed slowly. However (2), when 

he  found  that  such  work  took  too  much  of  his  time,  he  decided  to  give  all  his 

attention to scientific research.

During his lifetime, Faraday made more than two thousand difficult experiments 

and made countless valuable discoveries in chemistry and physics. What we are most 

interested in here (3) is just one discovery of his—the generation of electricity from 

magnetism.



It was known at that time that an electric current could magnetize iron. Ampere 

had shown that if a piece of iron was placed inside a coil and a current was passed 

along the wire, the iron became a magnet.  Faraday was wondering (4) whether a 

magnet could in some way be made to give an electric current.

Other scientists in other parts of the world were working on the same problem, 

but no one had yet been able to make an electric current by using (5) a magnet. Today 

almost  all  the electricity  that  we use is  generated  by great  machines which have 

magnets in them, but in those days no one knew how to do this. In Russia, France,  

and Germany scientists were making experiments, but they all failed.

Faraday felt sure (6) that a current could be produced in this way, but he too was 

at first totally unable (7) to generate an electric current with his magnets. He placed 

wires near magnets in different ways. He made coils of wire and put them round 

magnets. He arranged the wires and magnets in every possible way and did not stop 

trying to get an electric current.

At last (8) he got a bright idea: he would move the magnet near wire. And then 

he got what he wanted: an electric current in the wire! He was already forty years old 

at the time, but his age did not stop him from dancing (9) with delight on a table.

1 He was of those people who liked to do everything themselves – Он был из тех 

людей, которые любят все делась сами

2 however - однако

3  What  we  are  most  interested  in  here  –  Нас в данном случае больше всего 

интересует…

4  Faraday was wondering  -  Фарадею хотелось узнать

5 by using - используя

6  to feel sure - быть уверенным

7  he  too  was  at  first  totally  unable  –  зд.  Сначала  у  него  тоже  никак  не 

получалось…

8 at last - наконец

9 his age did not stop him from dancing – его возраст не помешал ему танцевать



Task 1. Learn the vocabulary by heart.

Task 2. Write 7 questions to the text.

Task 3. Prove the following statements:
-Faraday's scientific interests were varied;
- because of his work Faraday could not do his own research in electricity;
- the most interesting was one discovery of Faraday—the generation of electricity 
from magnetism.

Task 4. Describe Faraday’s experiments on electricity.
Task 5. Be ready to report on Faraday's life and scientific experiments.



PART 3

RENDERING



Approximate Plan for Rendering 

1.The article (text) under the headline…deals with...
-The article  (text)is headlined.. .
2. It is taken from…
3.The\this article (text) is devoted to the problem of...

  4.                               touches upon the problem of. ..
     The article (text)     deals with... '

                           informs the readers of... 

  5.The opening lines of the article (text) are about...
6.The article (text) opens with the question: ' ?' 
7.At the beginning of the article (text) the author speaks about…
8.Then the author (the article, the text) goes on to say that.. .(clause).
9.After that the author passes over to...
10.He (she) stresses that… (underlines that...)

  11.The idea is proved by the following arguments... 
  12. The disputable point (s) is (arе)…
  13.I can hardly agree here 
  14.To illustrate this idea (the idea of…) the author gives the following data...
  15.At the conclusion the author enumerates...
  16.The problem is acute (burning, important) because...

17.I share (don't share) the ideas of the author as\because .... 
18.The thing is that...

19.The first paragraph (passage) deals with...
20.The second one is devoted to... _
21.The third paragraph (passage) touches upon...

22.I quote:'...'. End of quotation.



Texts for Rendering

Physics

Physics (Greek: physis –  φύσις meaning “nature”) is the natural science which 

examines basic concepts such as energy, force, and spacetime and all that derives 

from these,  such as  mass,  charge,  matter  and its  motion.  More broadly,  it  is  the 

general  analysis  of  nature,  conducted  in  order  to  understand  how the  world  and 

universe behave.

Physics is one of the oldest academic disciplines, perhaps the oldest through its 

inclusion of astronomy. Over the last  two millennia,  physics had been considered 

synonymous with philosophy, chemistry, and certain branches of mathematics and 

biology,  but  during  the  Scientific  Revolution  in  the  16th  century,  it  emerged  to 

become a unique modern science in its own right. However, in some subject areas 

such as in mathematical physics and quantum chemistry, the boundaries of physics 

remain difficult to distinguish.

Physics  is  both  significant  and  influential,  in  part  because  advances  in  its 

understanding have  often  translated  into  new technologies,  but  also  because  new 

ideas in physics often resonate with the other sciences, mathematics and philosophy. 

For example, advances in the understanding of electromagnetism led directly to the 

development  of  new  products  which  have  dramatically  transformed  modern-day 

society  (e.g.,  television,  computers,  and  domestic  appliances);  advances  in 

thermodynamics  led  to  the  development  of  motorized  transport;  and  advances  in 

mechanics inspired the development of the calculus.

Physics  covers  a  wide  range  of  phenomena,  from  the  smallest  sub-atomic 

particles, to the largest galaxies. Included in this are the very most basic objects from 

which all other things are composed of, and therefore physics is sometimes said to be 

the “fundamental science”.

Physics aims to describe the various phenomena that occur in nature in terms of 

simpler phenomena. Thus, physics aims to both connect the things we see around us 

to root causes, and then to try to connect these causes together in the hope of finding 



an  ultimate  reason  for  why  nature  is  as  it  is.  For  example,  the  ancient  Chinese 

observed  that  certain  rocks  (lodestone)  were  attracted  to  one  another  by  some 

invisible  force.  This  effect  was  later  called  magnetism,  and  was  first  rigorously 

studied in the 17th century. A little earlier than the Chinese, the ancient Greeks knew 

of other objects such as amber,  that when rubbed with fur would cause a similar 

invisible attraction between the two. This was also first studied rigorously in the 17th 

century, and came to be called electricity. Thus, physics had come to understand two 

observations  of  nature  in  terms  of  some  root  cause  (electricity  and  magnetism). 

However, further work in the 19th century revealed that these two forces were just 

two different aspects of one force – electromagnetism. This process of “unifying” 

forces continues today.

History of Physics

Ancient times

Since antiquity, people have tried to understand the behavior of the natural world. 

One great mystery was the predictable behavior of celestial objects such as the Sun 

and the Moon. Several theories were proposed, the majority of which were disproved. 

Early  physical  theories  were  largely  couched  in  philosophical  terms,  and  never 

verified  by  systematic  experimental  testing  as  is  popular  today.  Many  of  the 

commonly accepted works of Ptolemy and Aristotle are not always found to match 

everyday observations.  Even so,  Indian  philosophers  and astronomers  gave many 

correct descriptions in atomism and astronomy, and the Greek thinker Archimedes 

derived many correct quantitative descriptions of mechanics and hydrostatics.

Middle Ages

The willingness to question previously held truths and search for new answers 

eventually resulted in a period of major scientific advancements, now known as the 



Scientific  Revolution  of  the  late  17th  century.  The  precursors  to  the  scientific 

revolution  can  be  traced  back  to  the  important  developments  made  in  India  and 

Persia,  including the elliptical model of planetary orbits based on the heliocentric 

solar  system developed by Indian mathematician-astronomer Aryabhata;  the  basic 

ideas of atomic theory developed by Hindu and Jaina philosophers; the theory of light 

being  equivalent  to  energy  particles  developed  by  the  Indian  Buddhist  scholars 

Dignāga and Dharmakirti;  the optical  theory of  light  developed by Arab scientist 

Alhazen;  the  Astrolabe  invented  by  the  Persian  Mohammad  al-Fazari;  and  the 

significant flaws in the Ptolemaic system pointed out by Persian scientist Nasir al-Din 

al-Tusi. As the influence of the Islamic Caliphate expanded to Europe, the works of 

Aristotle preserved by the Arabs, and the works of the Indians and Persians, became 

known in Europe by the 12th and 13th centuries.

The  Middle  Ages  saw  the  emergence  of  experimental  physics  with  the 

development of an early scientific method emphasizing the role of experimentation 

and mathematics. Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen, 965-1039) is considered a central figure 

in this shift in physics from a philosophical activity to an experimental one. In his 

Book of Optics (1021), he developed an early scientific method in order to prove the 

intromission theory of vision and discredit the emission theory of vision previously 

supported  by  Euclid  and  Ptolemy.  His  most  famous  experiments  involve  his 

development and use of the camera obscura in order to test several hypotheses on 

light, such as light travelling in straight lines and whether different lights can mix in 

the air. This experimental tradition in optics established by Ibn al-Haytham continued 

among his successors in both the Islamic world, with the likes of Qutb al-Din al-

Shirazi,  Kamāl al-Dīn al-Fārisī  and Taqi al-Din,  and in Europe,  with the likes of 

Robert  Grosseteste,  Roger  Bacon,  Witelo,  John  Pecham,  Theodoric  of  Freiberg, 

Johannes Kepler, Willebrord Snellius, René Descartes and Christiaan Huygens.



The Scientific Revolution

The Scientific Revolution is held by most historians (e.g., Howard Margolis) to 

have  begun  in  1543,  when  the  first  printed  copy  of  Nicolaus  Copernicus's  De 

Revolutionibus (most of which had been written years prior but whose publication 

had been delayed) was brought from Nuremberg to the astronomer, who died soon 

after receiving the copy.

Further significant advances were made over the following century by Galileo 

Galilei, Christiaan Huygens, Johannes Kepler, and Blaise Pascal. During the early 

17th  century,  Galileo  championed  the  use  of  observation  and  experimentation  to 

validate physical theories. Galileo formulated and successfully tested several results 

in  dynamics,  in  particular  the  Law  of  Inertia.  In  1687,  Newton  published  the 

Principia,  detailing two comprehensive and successful  physical  theories:  Newton's 

laws  of  motion,  from  which  arise  classical  mechanics;  and  Newton's  Law  of 

Gravitation, which describes the fundamental force of gravity. Both theories agreed 

well with experiment. The Principia also included several theories in fluid dynamics. 

Classical  mechanics  was  re-formulated  and  extended  by  Leonhard  Euler,  French 

mathematician  Joseph-Louis  Comte  de  Lagrange,  Irish  mathematical  physicist 

William Rowan Hamilton,  and others,  who produced new results in mathematical 

physics. The law of universal gravitation initiated the field of astrophysics, which 

describes astronomical phenomena using physical theories.

After Newton defined classical mechanics, the next great field of inquiry within 

physics was the nature of electricity. Observations in the 17th and 18th century by 

scientists  such  as  Robert  Boyle,  Stephen  Gray,  and  Benjamin  Franklin  created  a 

foundation  for  later  work.  These  observations  also  established  our  basic 

understanding of electrical charge and electric current.



Branches of Physics

Domains of Major Fields of Physics

While physics deals with a wide variety of systems, there are certain theories that 

are  used  by  all  physicists.  Each  of  these  theories  were  experimentally  tested 

numerous times and found correct as an approximation of Nature (within a certain 

domain  of  validity).  For  instance,  the  theory  of  classical  mechanics  accurately 

describes  the  motion  of  objects,  provided  they  are  much  larger  than  atoms  and 

moving at much less than the speed of light. These theories continue to be areas of 

active research; for instance, a remarkable aspect of classical mechanics known as 

chaos  was  discovered  in  the  20th  century,  three  centuries  after  the  original 

formulation  of  classical  mechanics  by  Isaac  Newton  (1642-1727).  These  “central 

theories”  are  important  tools  for  research  into  more  specialized  topics,  and  any 

physicist, regardless of his or her specialization, is expected to be literate in them.

Classical Mechanics

Classical mechanics is a model of the physics of forces acting upon bodies. It is 

often  referred  to  as  “Newtonian  mechanics”  after  Isaac  Newton  and  his  laws  of 

motion.  Mechanics  is  subdivided  into  statics,  which  models  objects  at  rest, 

kinematics, which models objects in motion, and dynamics, which models objects 

subjected to forces. The classical mechanics of continuous and deformable objects is 

continuum mechanics,  which can itself be broken down into solid mechanics and 

fluid  mechanics  according  to  the  state  of  matter  being  studied.  The  latter,  the 

mechanics of liquids and gases, includes hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, pneumatics, 

aerodynamics, and other fields.

An important concept of mechanics is the identification of conserved energy and 

momentum,  which  lead  to  the  Lagrangian  and  Hamiltonian  reformulations  of 

Newton's  laws.  Liouville's  theorem for statistical  and Hamiltonian mechanics is a 



classical nineteenth century result which describes the behavior of the phase space 

distribution function. Liouville's theorem has a suggestive formulation, the Poisson 

bracket,  which  encodes  Hamilton's  equations  of  classical  mechanics,  and  has 

analogies with the commutator in quantum mechanics.

A relatively recent result of considerations concerning the dynamics of nonlinear 

systems is chaos theory, the study of systems in which small changes in a variable 

may have large effects.

Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics

 Typical  thermodynamic  system  -  heat  moves  from  hot  (boiler)  to  cold 

(condenser) and work is extracted.

The first chapter of The Feynman Lectures on Physics is about the existence of 

atoms, which Feynman considered to be the most compact statement of physics, from 

which science could easily result even if all other knowledge was lost. By modeling 

matter as collections of hard spheres, it is possible to describe the kinetic theory of 

gases, upon which classical thermodynamics is based.

Thermodynamics  studies  the  effects  of  changes  in  temperature,  pressure,  and 

volume on physical systems at the macroscopic scale, and the transfer of energy as 

heat. Historically, thermodynamics developed out of need to increase the efficiency 

of early steam engines.

The  starting  point  for  most  thermodynamic  considerations  are  the  laws  of 

thermodynamics,  which postulate  that  energy can be exchanged between physical 

systems  as  heat  or  work.  They  also  postulate  the  existence  of  a  quantity  named 

entropy,  which  can  be  defined  for  any  system.  In  thermodynamics,  interactions 

between large ensembles of objects are studied and categorized. Central to this are 

the concepts of system and surroundings. A system is composed of particles, whose 

average motions define its properties, which in turn are related to one another through 

equations  of  state.  Properties  can  be  combined  to  express  internal  energy  and 

thermodynamic  potentials,  which  are  useful  for  determining  conditions  for 

equilibrium and spontaneous processes.



Electromagnetism

 

Electromagnetism describes the interaction of charged particles with electric and 

magnetic fields. It can be divided into electrostatics, the study of interactions between 

charges  at  rest,  and  electrodynamics,  the  study  of  interactions  between  moving 

charges  and  radiation.  The  classical  theory  of  electromagnetism is  based  on  the 

Lorentz force law and Maxwell's equations. Light is an oscillating electromagnetic 

field that is radiated from accelerating charged particles. Thus, all of optics, the study 

of the nature and propagation of light, can be reduced to electromagnetic interactions. 

Two major fields of optics are geometric optics or “classical optics”, and physical 

optics  which  studies  the  electromagnetic  properties  of  light  to  achieve  greater 

understanding of phenomena such as interference, diffraction, and polarization.

A more recent development is quantum electrodynamics, which incorporates the 

laws  of  quantum  theory  in  order  to  explain  the  interaction  of  electromagnetic 

radiation  with  matter.  Relativistic  electrodynamics  accounts  for  relativistic 

corrections to the motions of charged particles when their speeds approach the speed 

of  light.  It  applies  to  phenomena involved with particle  accelerators  and electron 

tubes carrying high voltages and currents.

Relativity

The special theory of relativity enjoys a relationship with electromagnetism and 

mechanics; that is, the principle of relativity and the principle of stationary action in 

mechanics can be used to derive Maxwell's equations, and vice versa.

The theory of special relativity was proposed in 1905 by Albert Einstein in his 

article “On the Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies”. The title of the article refers to 

the fact that special relativity resolves an inconsistency between Maxwell's equations 

and  classical  mechanics.  The  theory  is  based  on  two  postulates:  (1)  that  the 

mathematical forms of the laws of physics are invariant in all inertial systems; and (2) 



that  the speed of light  in a vacuum is  constant  and independent of  the source or 

observer. Reconciling the two postulates requires a unification of space and time into 

the frame-dependent concept of spacetime.

General relativity is the geometrical theory of gravitation published by Albert 

Einstein  in  1915/16.  It  unifies  special  relativity,  Newton's  law  of  universal 

gravitation, and the insight that gravitation can be described by the curvature of space 

and time. In general relativity, the curvature of space-time is produced by the energy 

of matter and radiation.

Quantum Mechanics

Quantum mechanics  is  the  branch  of  physics  treating  atomic  and  subatomic 

systems and their interaction with radiation. It is based on the observation that all 

forms of energy are released in discrete units or bundles called “quanta”. Remarkably, 

quantum  theory  typically  permits  only  probable  or  statistical  calculation  of  the 

observed features of subatomic particles, understood in terms of wave functions. The 

Schrödinger equation plays the role in quantum mechanics that Newton's laws and 

conservation  of  energy  serve  in  classical  mechanics  -  i.e.,  it  predicts  the  future 

behavior of a dynamic system - and is a wave equation that is used to solve for wave 

functions.

For example, the light, or electromagnetic radiation emitted or absorbed by an 

atom has only certain frequencies (or  wavelengths),  as can be seen from the line 

spectrum  associated  with  the  chemical  element  represented  by  that  atom.  The 

quantum theory shows that those frequencies correspond to definite energies of the 

light quanta, or photons, and result from the fact that the electrons of the atom can 

have only certain allowed energy values, or levels; when an electron changes from 

one allowed level  to another,  a quantum of energy is  emitted or  absorbed whose 

frequency is directly proportional to the energy difference between the two levels. 

The photoelectric effect further confirmed the quantization of light.

In  1924,  Louis  de  Broglie  proposed  that  not  only  do light  waves  sometimes 



exhibit  particle-like properties,  but  particles may also exhibit  wavelike properties. 

Two  different  formulations  of  quantum  mechanics  were  presented  following  de 

Broglie’s suggestion. The wave mechanics of Erwin Schrödinger (1926) involves the 

use of a mathematical entity, the wave function, which is related to the probability of  

finding  a  particle  at  a  given  point  in  space.  The  matrix  mechanics  of  Werner 

Heisenberg (1925) makes no mention of wave functions or similar concepts but was 

shown  to  be  mathematically  equivalent  to  Schrödinger’s  theory.  A  particularly 

important discovery of the quantum theory is the uncertainty principle, enunciated by 

Heisenberg in 1927, which places an absolute theoretical limit on the accuracy of 

certain  measurements;  as  a  result,  the  assumption  by  earlier  scientists  that  the 

physical state of a system could be measured exactly and used to predict future states 

had to be abandoned. Quantum mechanics was combined with the theory of relativity 

in  the  formulation  of  Paul  Dirac.  Other  developments  include  quantum statistics, 

quantum electrodynamics, concerned with interactions between charged particles and 

electromagnetic fields; and its generalization, quantum field theory.

Research Fields

Contemporary research in physics can be broadly divided into condensed matter 

physics;  atomic,  molecular,  and  optical  physics;  particle  physics;  astrophysics; 

geophysics  and  biophysics.  Some  physics  departments  also  support  research  in 

Physics education. Since the twentieth century, the individual fields of physics have 

become increasingly specialized, and today most physicists work in a single field for 

their  entire  careers.  “Universalists”  such  as  Albert  Einstein  (1879-1955)  and  Lev 

Landau (1908-1968), who worked in multiple fields of physics, are now very rare.

Condensed Matter

Condensed matter physics is the field of physics that deals with the macroscopic 

physical  properties  of  matter.  In  particular,  it  is  concerned  with  the  "condensed" 



phases that  appear whenever the number of constituents in a system is extremely 

large  and the  interactions  between the  constituents  are  strong.  The most  familiar 

examples of condensed phases are solids and liquids, which arise from the bonding 

and electromagnetic force between atoms. More exotic condensed phases include the 

superfluid and the Bose-Einstein condensate found in certain atomic systems at very 

low temperature,  the  superconducting  phase  exhibited  by  conduction  electrons  in 

certain materials,  and the ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic  phases of  spins on 

atomic lattices.

Condensed matter physics is by far the largest field of contemporary physics. By 

one estimate, one third of all American physicists identify themselves as condensed 

matter  physicists.  Historically,  condensed  matter  physics  grew  out  of  solid-state 

physics,  which is  now considered one of  its  main subfields.  The term condensed 

matter  physics  was  apparently  coined  by  Philip  Anderson  when  he  renamed  his 

research group - previously solid-state theory - in 1967. In 1978, the Division of 

Solid State Physics at the American Physical Society was renamed as the Division of 

Condensed  Matter  Physics.  Condensed  matter  physics  has  a  large  overlap  with 

chemistry, materials science, nanotechnology and engineering.

Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics

Atomic, molecular, and optical physics (AMO) is the study of matter-matter and 

light-matter interactions on the scale of single atoms or structures containing a few 

atoms. The three areas are grouped together because of their interrelationships, the 

similarity  of  methods  used,  and  the  commonality  of  the  energy  scales  that  are 

relevant. All three areas include both classical and quantum treatments; they can treat 

their subject from a microscopic view (in contrast to a macroscopic view).

Atomic physics studies the electron hull of atoms. Current research focuses on 

activities  in  quantum  control,  cooling  and  trapping  of  atoms  and  ions,  low-

temperature  collision  dynamics,  the  collective  behavior  of  atoms  in  weakly 

interacting gases (Bose-Einstein Condensates and dilute Fermi degenerate systems), 



precision  measurements  of  fundamental  constants,  and  the  effects  of  electron 

correlation on structure and dynamics. Atomic physics is influenced by the nucleus 

(see,  e.g.,  hyperfine  splitting),  but  intra-nuclear  phenomenon  such  as  fission  and 

fusion are considered part of high energy physics.

Molecular  physics  focuses  on  multi-atomic  structures  and  their  internal  and 

external interactions with matter and light. Optical physics is distinct from optics in 

that  it  tends  to  focus  not  on  the  control  of  classical  light  fields  by  macroscopic 

objects, but on the fundamental properties of optical fields and their interactions with 

matter in the microscopic realm.

Particle Physics

Particle physics is the study of the elementary constituents of matter and energy, 

and the  interactions  between  them.  It  may  also  be  called  “high  energy  physics”, 

because many elementary particles do not occur naturally, but are created only during 

high energy collisions of other particles, as can be detected in particle accelerators.

Currently, the interactions of elementary particles are described by the Standard 

Model. The model accounts for the 12 known particles of matter that interact via the 

strong, weak, and electromagnetic fundamental  forces.  Dynamics are described in 

terms of matter particles exchanging messenger particles that carry the forces. These 

messenger  particles  are  known  as  gluons;  W−  and  W+  and  Z  bosons;  and  the 

photons,  respectively.  The  Standard  Model  also  predicts  a  particle  known as  the 

Higgs boson, the existence of which has not yet been verified.

Astrophysics

Astrophysics and astronomy are the application of the theories and methods of 

physics  to  the  study  of  stellar  structure,  stellar  evolution,  the  origin  of  the  solar 

system, and related problems of cosmology. Because astrophysics is a broad subject, 

astrophysicists  typically  apply  many  disciplines  of  physics,  including  mechanics, 



electromagnetism,  statistical  mechanics,  thermodynamics,  quantum  mechanics, 

relativity, nuclear and particle physics, and atomic and molecular physics.

The discovery by Karl Jansky in 1931 that radio signals were emitted by celestial  

bodies  initiated  the  science  of  radio  astronomy.  Most  recently,  the  frontiers  of 

astronomy have been expanded by space exploration. Perturbations and interference 

from the earth’s atmosphere make space-based observations necessary for infrared, 

ultraviolet, gamma-ray, and X-ray astronomy.

Physical cosmology is the study of the formation and evolution of the universe on 

its  largest  scales.  Albert  Einstein’s  theory  of  relativity  plays  a  central  role  in  all 

modern cosmological theories. In the early 20th century, Hubble's discovery that the 

universe  was  expanding,  as  shown  by  the  Hubble  diagram,  prompted  rival 

explanations known as the steady state universe and the Big Bang. The Big Bang was 

confirmed  by  the  success  of  Big  Bang  nucleosynthesis  and  the  discovery  of  the 

cosmic microwave background in 1964. The Big Bang model rests on two theoretical 

pillars:  Albert  Einstein's  general  relativity  and  the  cosmological  principle. 

Cosmologists  have  recently  established  a  precise  model  of  the  evolution  of  the 

universe, which includes cosmic inflation, dark energy and dark matter.

Applied Physics

 

Applied physics is a general term for physics research which is intended for a 

particular use. An applied physics curriculum usually contains a few classes in an 

applied  discipline,  like  geology  or  electrical  engineering.  It  usually  differs  from 

engineering in that an applied physicist may not be designing something in particular, 

but rather is using physics or conducting physics research with the aim of developing 

new technologies or solving a problem. The approach is similar to that of applied 

mathematics.  Applied  physicists  can  also  be  interested  the  use  of  physics  for 

scientific research. For instance, people working on accelerator physics might seek to 

build better particle detectors for research in theoretical physics.

Physics  is  used  heavily  in  engineering.  For  example,  Statics,  a  subfield  of 



mechanics, is used in the building of bridges and other structures. The understanding 

and use of acoustics results in better concert halls; similarly, the use of optics creates 

better optical devices. An understanding of physics makes for more realistic flight 

simulators, video games, and movies, and is often critical in forensic investigations.

With the standard consensus that the laws of physics are universal and do not 

change with time, physics can be used to study things that would ordinarily be mired 

in  uncertainty.  For  example,  in  the  study  of  the  origin  of  the  Earth,  one  can 

reasonably model Earth's mass, temperature, and rate of rotation, over time. It also 

allows for simulations in engineering which drastically speed up the development of 

a new technology.

Current Research

Research in physics is continually progressing on a large number of fronts.

In condensed matter physics, an important unsolved theoretical problem is that of 

high-temperature superconductivity. Many condensed matter experiments are aiming 

to fabricate workable spintronics and quantum computers.

In particle physics, the first pieces of experimental evidence for physics beyond 

the Standard Model have begun to appear. Foremost among these are indications that 

neutrinos have non-zero mass. These experimental results appear to have solved the 

long-standing solar neutrino problem, and the physics of massive neutrinos remains 

an area of active theoretical and experimental research.  In the next several  years, 

particle  accelerators  will  begin probing energy scales in the TeV range,  in which 

experimentalists are hoping to find evidence for the Higgs boson and supersymmetric 

particles.

Theoretical attempts to unify quantum mechanics and general relativity into a 

single theory of quantum gravity, a program ongoing for over half a century, have not 

yet  been  decisively  resolved.  The  current  leading  candidates  are  M-theory, 

superstring theory and loop quantum gravity.

Many astronomical  and cosmological  phenomena have yet  to be satisfactorily 



explained,  including  the  existence  of  ultra-high  energy  cosmic  rays,  the  baryon 

asymmetry,  the  acceleration  of  the  universe  and  the  anomalous  rotation  rates  of 

galaxies.

Although  much  progress  has  been  made  in  high-energy,  quantum,  and 

astronomical  physics,  many everyday phenomena involving complexity,  chaos,  or 

turbulence are still poorly understood. Complex problems that seem like they could 

be  solved  by  a  clever  application  of  dynamics  and  mechanics  remain  unsolved; 

examples include the formation of sandpiles, nodes in trickling water, the shape of 

water  droplets,  mechanisms  of  surface  tension  catastrophes,  and  self-sorting  in 

shaken heterogeneous collections. These complex phenomena have received growing 

attention since the 1970s for several reasons, including the availability of modern 

mathematical  methods  and  computers,  which  enabled  complex  systems  to  be 

modeled  in  new  ways.  Complex  physics  has  become  part  of  increasingly 

interdisciplinary research, as exemplified by the study of turbulence in aerodynamics 

and the observation of pattern formation in biological systems. In 1932, Horace Lamb 

said:

I am an old man now, and when I die and go to heaven there are two matters on 

which I hope for enlightenment. One is quantum electrodynamics, and the other is the 

turbulent motion of fluids. And about the former I am rather optimistic.

Classical Physics and Modern Physics

Classical physics is a general term used to describe the branches of physics based 

on  principles  developed  before  the  rise  of  General  Relativity  and  Quantum 

mechanics, usually including Special Relativity.

Among the branches of theory included in classical physics are:

Classical mechanics 

Newton's laws of motion

Classical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms

Classical electrodynamics (Maxwell's Equations)



Classical thermodynamics

Special theory of relativity and General theory of relativity

Classical chaos theory and nonlinear dynamics

In contrast to classical physics, modern physics is a slightly looser term which 

may refer to just quantum physics or to 20th and 21st century physics in general and 

so always includes quantum theory and may include relativity.

A physical system on the classical level is a physical system in which the laws of 

classical physics are valid. There are no restrictions on the application of classical 

principles, but, practically, the scale of classical physics is the level of isolated atoms 

and molecules on upwards, including the macroscopic and astronomical realm. Inside 

the atom and among atoms in a molecule, the laws of classical physics break down 

and generally do not provide a correct description.

Moreover, the classical theory of electromagnetic radiation is somewhat limited 

in  its  ability  to  provide  correct  descriptions,  since  light  is  inherently  a  quantum 

phenomenon. Unlike quantum physics, classical physics is generally characterized by 

the principle of complete determinism.

Mathematically, classical physics equations are ones in which Planck's constant 

does not appear. According to the correspondence principle and Ehrenfest's theorem 

as  a  system  becomes  larger  or  more  massive  (action  >>  Planck's  constant)  the 

classical dynamics tends to emerge, with some exceptions, such as superfluidity. This 

is  why  we  can  usually  ignore  quantum  mechanics  when  dealing  with  everyday 

objects;  instead  the  classical  description  will  suffice.  However,  one  of  the  most 

vigorous on-going fields of research in physics is classical-quantum correspondence. 

This field of research is concerned with the discovery of how the laws of quantum 

physics give rise to classical physics in the limit of the large scales of the classical 

level.



The Scientific Method

Physics uses the scientific method to test the validity of a physical theory, using a 

methodical approach to compare the implications of the theory in question with the 

associated conclusions drawn from experiments and observations conducted to test it. 

Experiments and observations are to be collected and matched with the predictions 

and  hypotheses  made  by  a  theory,  thus  aiding  in  the  determination  or  the 

validity/invalidity of the theory.

Theories  which  are  very  well  supported  by  data  and  have  never  failed  any 

empirical test are often called scientific laws, or natural laws. Of course, all theories, 

including those  called  scientific  laws,  can  always  be  replaced  by  more  accurate, 

generalized statements if a disagreement of theory with observed data is ever found.

Theoretical Physics and Experimental Physics

 

The culture of  physics has a  higher  degree of  separation between theory and 

experiment than many other sciences. Since the twentieth century, most individual 

physicists have specialized in either theoretical physics or experimental physics. In 

contrast, almost all the successful theorists in biology and chemistry (e.g. American 

quantum chemist  and biochemist  Linus  Pauling)  have  also  been experimentalists, 

although this is changing as of late.

Theorists  seek to  develop mathematical  models  that  both  agree  with  existing 

experiments and successfully predict future results, while experimentalists devise and 

perform experiments  to  test  theoretical  predictions  and  explore  new  phenomena. 

Although  theory  and  experiment  are  developed  separately,  they  are  strongly 

dependent  upon  each  other.  Progress  in  physics  frequently  comes  about  when 

experimentalists make a discovery that existing theories cannot explain, or when new 

theories generate experimentally testable predictions, which inspire new experiments. 

In the absence of experiment, theoretical research can go in the wrong direction; this 

is one of the criticisms that has been leveled against M-theory, a popular theory in 



high-energy physics for which no practical experimental test has ever been devised. 

Physicists  who  work  at  the  interplay  of  theory  and  experiment  are  often  called 

phenomenologists.

Theoretical  physics  is  closely  related  to  mathematics,  which  provides  the 

language of physical theories, and large areas of mathematics, such as calculus, have 

been invented specifically to solve problems in physics. Theorists may also rely on 

numerical  analysis  and  computer  simulations.  The  fields  of  mathematical  and 

computational  physics  are  active  areas  of  research.  Theoretical  physics  has 

historically rested on philosophy and metaphysics; electromagnetism was unified this 

way. Beyond the known universe,  the field of  theoretical  physics also deals  with 

hypothetical issues, such as parallel universes, a multiverse, and higher dimensions. 

Physicists speculate on these possibilities, and from them, hypothesize theories.

Experimental physics informs, and is informed by, engineering and technology. 

Experimental physicists involved in basic research design and perform experiments 

with equipment such as particle accelerators and lasers, whereas those involved in 

applied research often work in industry, developing technologies such as magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) and transistors. Feynman has noted that experimentalists 

may seek areas which are not well explored by theorists.

Relation to Mathematics and Other Sciences

In the Assayer (1622), Galileo noted that mathematics is the language in which 

Nature expresses its laws. Most of the experimental results in physics are numerical 

measurements and theories in physics use mathematics to give numerical results to 

match  these  measurements.  Physics  relies  on  mathematics  to  provide  the  logical 

framework  in  which  physical  laws  can  be  precisely  formulated  and  predictions 

quantified.  Whenever  analytic  solutions  of  equations  are  not  feasible,  numerical 

analysis and simulations can be utilized. Thus, scientific computation is an integral 

part of physics, and the field of computational physics is an active area of research.

A key  difference  between  physics  and  mathematics  is  that  since  physics  is 



ultimately concerned with descriptions of the material world, it tests its theories by 

comparing the predictions of its theories with data procured from observations and 

experimentation,  whereas  mathematics  is  concerned  with  abstract  patterns,  not 

limited by those observed in the real world. The distinction, however, is not always 

clear-cut.  There  is  a  large  area  of  research  intermediate  between  physics  and 

mathematics, known as mathematical physics.

Physics is also intimately related to many other sciences, as well as applied fields 

like engineering and medicine. The principles of physics find applications throughout 

the  other  natural  sciences  as  some  phenomena  studied  in  physics,  such  as  the 

conservation of energy, are common to all material systems. Other phenomena, such 

as superconductivity, stem from these laws, but are not laws themselves because they 

only appear in some systems. Physics is often said to be the “fundamental science” 

(chemistry is sometimes included), because each of the other disciplines (biology, 

chemistry, geology, material science, engineering, medicine etc.) deals with particular 

types of material systems that obey the laws of physics. For example, chemistry is the 

science  of  collections  of  matter  (such  as  gases  and liquids  formed of  atoms and 

molecules) and the processes known as chemical reactions that result in the change of 

chemical  substances.  The  structure,  reactivity,  and  properties  of  a  chemical 

compound are determined by the properties of the underlying molecules, which can 

be described by areas of  physics such as quantum mechanics (called in this case 

quantum chemistry), thermodynamics, and electromagnetism.

Philosophical Implications

Physics in many ways stemmed from ancient Greek philosophy. From Thales' 

first  attempt to characterize matter,  to Democritus'  deduction that  matter  ought to 

reduce to an invariant state, the Ptolemaic astronomy of a crystalline firmament, and 

Aristotle's book Physics, different Greek philosophers advanced their own theories of 

nature. Well into the 18th century, physics was known as “Natural philosophy”.

By the 19th century physics was realized as a positive science and a  distinct 



discipline separate from philosophy and the other sciences. Physics, as with the rest 

of science, relies on philosophy of science to give an adequate description of the 

scientific  method.  The scientific  method employs  a  priori  reasoning as  well  as  a 

posteriori reasoning and the use of Bayesian inference to measure the validity of a 

given theory.

The development of physics has answered many questions of early philosophers, 

but  has  also  raised  new questions.  Study of  the  philosophical  issues  surrounding 

physics, the philosophy of physics, involves issues such as the nature of space and 

time, determinism, and metaphysical  outlooks such as empiricism, naturalism and 

realism.

Many physicists have written about the philosophical implications of their work, 

for instance Laplace, who championed causal determinism, and Erwin Schrödinger, 

who wrote on Quantum Mechanics. The mathematical physicist Roger Penrose has 

been called a Platonist by Stephen Hawking, a view Penrose discusses in his book, 

The Road to Reality. Hawking refers to himself as an “unashamed reductionist” and 

takes issue with Penrose's views.
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